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Your body, your bed

Sanctuary from
your busy life

We’ve developed three Dunlopillo GO
mattresses; Energise, Exceed and Excel.

Whether you are a fitness enthusiast,

Each with a different feel and in a range of

have a stressful job, or just want a natural

sizes to ensure there’s a perfect model to

energy boost, Dunlopillo GO’s advanced sleep

suit you and your unique body.

system ensures you always wake up feeling
refreshed and energised.

Turn energy
into motion
Muscles are the engine the body uses to
propel itself, they need time to restore and
re-energise. There are 650 skeletal muscles
in the human body. The supportive nature
of Dunlopillo latex relieves tension in these

Delivery to fit your
hectic schedule
Dunlopillo GO mattresses are available
with Dunlopillo GO Fast for delivery in
5 working days.
This premium service includes delivery to
a room of your choice and we can even
take away your old mattress!
(Subject to terms and conditions)

muscles, relaxing them so you sleep better.
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All Dunlopillo GO beds are guaranteed for 8 years
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energise.
Featuring a deluxe layer of active Dunlopillo latex,
the energise mattress soothes and relaxes your
muscles so you awake feeling fully re-charged and
energised for the busy day ahead.

energise mattress shown with vital headboard and ottoman divan in atomic fabric

Deluxe layer of active Dunlopillo
latex provides instant pressure
relief, re-energising your body
while you sleep.

Advanced pocket spring
foundation contours to your
body for perfect support.
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Premium flexible fabric keeps
your body as close as possible
to the active latex layer so your
body receives maximum relief.

Smart-edge support system
designed to offer optimum
support across the entire
sleeping surface.
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exceed.
With a superior layer of active Dunlopillo latex
for outstanding muscle relief, you will benefit
from an excellent night’s sleep so you exceed
your expectations throughout the day.

exceed mattress shown with verve headboard and padded top two drawer divan in dynamic fabric

Superior layer of active Dunlopillo
latex provides superior pressure
relief, rapidly re-energising your
body while you sleep.

Advanced pocket spring
foundation contours to your
body for perfect support.
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Premium flexible fabric keeps
your body as close as possible
to the active latex layer so your
body receives maximum relief.

Smart-edge support system
designed to offer optimum
support across the entire
sleeping surface.
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excel.
Boasting the ultimate layer of active Dunlopillo
latex in the Dunlopillo GO range, your muscles
will enjoy maximum relief and relaxation
allowing you to excel in whatever you do.

excel mattress shown with vigour headboard and two drawer padded top divan
with solid beech legs in voltaic fabric

Ultimate layer of active Dunlopillo
latex provides the best pressure
relief, thoroughly re-energising
your body while you sleep.

Advanced pocket spring
foundation contours to your
body for perfect support.
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Premium flexible fabric keeps
your body as close as possible
to the active latex layer so your
body receives maximum relief.

Smart-edge support system
designed to offer optimum
support across the entire
sleeping surface.
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Mattress sizes

Once you’ve selected the Dunlopillo GO mattress that gives you the best support and comfort choose
the size that best suits your space.

Contemporary
headboards
You’ve selected your perfect Dunlopillo GO
mattresss. You’ve chosen the right size.

Vital

You’ve picked the base with the storage you
need. Now complete your bed with one of
Single
90cm (3’)

Small Double
120cm (4’0’’)

Double
135cm (4’6’’)

King
150cm (5’)

Superking
180cm (6’)

our contemporary headboards.

Practical bases

The next step is to pick the right base. Dunlopillo GO bases have been designed with a range of
practical storage solutions so your bedroom can remain clutter-free and a place for relaxation.
Verve

Vigour
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On trend
fabrics
The final step is to select one of our
alluring fabrics for your headboard
and base.
Voltaic

Spirit

Fusion

Dunlopillo latex the natural way to sleep
Environmentally friendly

Durable and breathable

Dunlopillo latex is one of the most eco-friendly

Dunlopillo latex is highly durable and

mattress fillings. Latex rubber trees purify

responsive. The unique open cell structure

over 90 million tons of carbon dioxide a year.

of Dunlopillo latex enables Dunlopillo GO

All of our natural Dunlopillo latex is sourced

mattresses to be self ventilating and also

from sustainably managed plantations.

eliminates the heat build-up associated with
memory foam.
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Atomic

Dynamic

Health and wellbeing

Progressive comfort

Dunlopillo latex has anti-allergenic, anti-

Thanks to its ability to isolate motion,

bacterial and anti-microbial properties. In

Dunlopillo latex instantly responds to individual

addition, the unique properties of Dunlopillo

profiles and isolates movements, encouraging

latex promote improved blood circulation for

muscles to relax for a deeper and more

excellent muscle relief.

restful sleep.

13

year
guarantee

made in
the UK

